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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Administration in Industry, Business, government, 
military services, and education have long teen concerned 
with adequately appraising: personnel, Doth in relation to 
worth on a given jot and, worth to the-organization'as a 
whole * ^.
It M s  .further Been apparent to administration that 
adequate personnel appraisal need go Beyond the usual and 
more common objective measures of worth of production or 
performance records, test scores, length of. service in the 
organization, length.of service..on the Job, advancement 
record, etc. Consideration must also be''.given to the more 
subjective factors ofappearance, manner, attitude, hoopers* 
tion, dependability, industry, leadership, loyalty, super­
vision needed, reliability, and versatility*
Human judgments, furthermore, .are extremely variable, 
especially in the evaluation of the more subjective aspects 
of performance, so that it becomes desirable to standardize 
the basis for rating such factors.
Modern organization requires that it be easy and 
expedient to formulate and check personnel evaluations'# 
Personnel comparisons may also be required between appraisers 
and throughout an entire organization making it necessary to 
establish a. pattern of qualities to be considered and to
2determine common standards to be need 'lit the appraisal»
She Merit Rating technique has developed as one of the 
major tools of administration in resolving many of the' 
problems inherent-in adequate personnel appraisal.Basically,
all merit g& ting is aimed ah obtaining la a usable $ objective 
fblm  systematic* accurate evaluations and measures of per** 
soaael performance, value, and potential worth to an 
organisation p* %?!)#
Concern for a more adequate personnel appraisal and 
that a merit rating program, should be instituted' involves 
consideration of several fundamentals * first $ the needs 
the rating program is to meet must be determined § second, 
the specific rating technique to be used must be determined! 
and third, the reliability and validity of the resultant 
rating' must be determined*
SMtssmti' m  M &  M M m
Use of merit rating techniques by m  organisation as 
part of an overfall personnel appraisal program raises. 
questions as to the adequacy and consistency of the in** 
formation obtained* More specifically* how accurately do 
the- opinions reported by the rating reflect actual perform^ 
ance$ and how consistently do the opinions of the raters 
agree* Any personnel appraisal technique in use by a 
dynamic organisation must be continually checked and 
evaluated in terms of the- requirements of the overfall 
appraisal program*
3. In the company studied, success5 i,e,, advancement 
within the company * ■ of < management personnel is . dependent 
upon objective
tea# of personal ■obtatoet by use of a merit rating
ccclc* .: aie .greatest: pcliaacc -is placed by the company on 
the rating information reported by the- highest levels of -■ 
management^ which are. often far enough removed from the. 
personnel rated' to. have/little or no opportunity of &d#* 
ipately evaluating the personnel in terns of the: qualities 
measured by the rating- seal#,*
the purpose of the study was 'to. ■determine the relation* 
Chip- existing- between scores on a company merit rating scale 
and an objective measure .cf performance for a given group of 
personnel when the ratings were made by three- levels of. 
management* . .a further purpose of the study was to determine 
the degree of agreement among the three levels of management 
in ratings made m  the group studied*
''She study was prompted^ by ■ two. needs mx&cc&iqi -in the 
■co^any* M_:m §  'been^  obiirved| considerable emphasis is ■_ 
placed ssMMa\iMPlt rating toformation together with perform* 
ance in the determination of advancement of management * 
personnel. While It le the general opinion of the company 
that a relationship exists between the rating given per­
sonnel and with performance, no.work has heen done to 
determine statistically that suoh a relationship does exist*
b: - Secondly, the reliance placed npon the ratings -Mid by 
the higher levels of management is contrary to general merit 
rating thinking that an inverse ratio exists between the re­
liability of rating information and the distance the rater' 
is removed from direct contact'with the personnel rated. 
Again t no atatistical evidenc© is etollable in the company
t#' stow Just tow iiinsist&iitly' rsbtogs'made' to toe towel of 
mtaagemenb ui^ ea^witli rating# mad# to other lore Is of
management fOP the same pW'SOBBBE*
■ihe tollowtog ltoitutioas: war# Imposed un'ito study# 
totunl 'operation was' retained to the' study wtotoirey ■
possible so that thefindings might be more easily and 
readily' interpreted by the■ company*
WMto the technique used to the' study of accepting the 
toer^all vtodicator of merit rating* total score* la open to 
peeaiWe challenge on purely scientific grounds* no attempt 
m i  made to determine if the traits included 'to the'rating 
Scale ■tore each discrete and. each 'Contributed equally to 
the; total rating# fto' actual;use' ;to; the; -to^any aotopt#; 
to# hypothesis that all traits are discrete and contribute 
equally to the <^r^^i rattog.*
of performance* a highly circumscribed 
measure* was employed against which the rating was'related* 
Inherent to the determination of satisfactory 
performance 'criteria 'tor' merit rating comparison which are
5described in the method, required that company operation 
h® somewhat ignored i§i$# a specific performance indicator 
developed for the investigation.
viilijr XiaJrt jLJL
HISTORl M D  BACKGROUND OF KBBIf RATING 
' SXSIEMS AND PROGRAMS
Some type of personnel appraisal is inevitable in any 
organisation, as'all levels'of management w e  constantly 
formulating Impressions of the personnel whose work they 
direct, and such impressions are frequently communicated 
'to'other' members of management* Thus, personnel appraisal, 
'be it formalized or ndt, is constantly in operation in any 
organization, the formal rating .program is designed then 
to eliminate or ©SuSstSi the da&ger s inherent In such
W  of * equitable# and
timely appraisal of all personnel (25, p* ¥*8}V
4 review of the atilt rating literature- indicates 
the eitteht' almiiilatiratlm'ia eeneeriied 
appraisal and evaluation*
the Idea of systematic personnel rating is* interest- 
not a new ooaot)pt# ■',Herlt rating 'In the form of a 
gpaphit- fating' aeale ^ed'OTOt’'!^ jNmrsrago 'by the 
fiubXIn Evening lost' to rate. Irish Legislators (10, p» v) *
It la also Interesting to observe that many of the rating 
methods which are reported today a**w little* if .any* 
faniamemtal Improvement over the scale used rears ago W  
the Irish newspaper *
7Merit rating as a serious tool of administration 
extends back to tbs early 1920*s although important work 
.ted been done prior to this time. It is probable that the 
in&ld&ttpy services were to® first to la© coxiceriie^ l 'W&to
tte evaluation of personnel. Bugg (10, p. 7), in a study 
reported in 1921 and 1922, described'a ^ statistical^ analysis 
.of ratings made by ite army,rating method.
Earlier, in 1917, Miner (10, p, '2$)' reported tte appli- 
eatlon of a graphic merit rating scale of abilities of a 
.group of college .seniors..
lbs fundamental principles Inherent In any merit rating 
program were discussed by Hollingworth (10, p. 2) in 1922* 
Early use of tte graphic rating system was described 
in 1921 by Freyd (10, p. 7) in an article covering methods 
and criteria for tte evaluation of rating methods and tte 
advantages and uses of the graphic rating scale* ;
Bingham (19, p, 5), in. a book published in 1926, dis­
cussed methods of estimating abilities and described, such 
merit rating systems as grouping, percent scales, multiple- 
Step and linear scales, descriptive ted graphic scales, at 
well as statistical and non-statistieal methods for lodging 
individual performance,
A discussion by Baridon (19, p. 1) listed tte purposed 
of rating together with information about rating methods 
and suggested steps in. rating scale construction*
By tte late 1919*8 and early 19**®* s merit rating had 
become te accepted part Of administration's personnel 
appraisal as is evidenced by the practical discussion of
3-tej$etAire£ M  Bvgg&stlom t m  
tag. rati&g tejrt * th©
f&lM©Itey ■ Mait&t&ote*. &giA • v&ritaed ■ of iswlt fating- by 
" tejieitef- ate tte' tepwi. «£=,& .gortfey; by iteiite© of -tte .-taajw
* V '
types of merit feting' used in industry (IQ, p*. ■?). . ■,.
•■ the place occupied by merit rating today may be found 
toy study of any of the basic texts on personnel, such as ; 
those toy foder (25, pp. Scott, s£ al* -.
(15, pp. 186-207)5 Watkins, gl, (22, pp* H-SW*?!)} 
Qhssilli and Brown (5, pp, 62~Hk), for discussion of basic 
'merit rating procedures and practices. ’
Publications of management associations,'; suehas 
Batina Impfeyee and Supervisory Performance Cl) provide ■ . 
information of specific rating techniques and purposes' in 
use by industry today. Reference may be made to such 
articles appearing .in .professional Journals as those by 
Stoekford and Bissel (19) for a: discussion of specific 
factors involved in a merit; rating scale; by Sisson (16) 
fer a discussion of the foreed-Cholce technique developed 
W  the Army; toy Weinstoek <2¥) for a statement of rating 
principles; by Brans 0*) for a discussion of emotional bias 
of raters;; by Hertz (6)for a discussion of planning a 
successful rating program; by. Miller and Flanagen (13) for 
a discussion ■ of. the performance. recordas '-"an 'objective 
' 'merit rating procedure; toy Jurgenaen (8) for.:.a study of the 
intercorrelation of merltrating traits;toy Irwin (?) for a
9discussion of ■ item analysis ■ applied to merit rating - .Baal# 
eonsirmetloaf -a&& hy.gpieer-- C18>- :f^.a=-awirey^of.:m#rit - 
ratings la industry! all indicating the amount and diversi< 
fioatlem- of the* worh heln§ done with tte'merit ■rating, 
t e c h n i q u e * -
Whan, administration decides- that ■ a merit rating: pro** * 
gram is to be need, several fundamentals warrant considera** 
tion if-the rating is-to Justify- ^ he time#-eJI^t#-and cost 
of initiation and continued operation*.
the husie and el&raoterl-stles- of; a- sound
merit rating have teen itemized %  Kichardson Cl**# pp* 37*38)
1* WA merit rating program must he ■
geared directly to the needs of the ■
Individual -organisation or situation 
and the. devices- used in the program 
mast-he validated hp: scientific methods- ■. 
within the' organisation or situation" 
for which it was designed* •furthermore# 
the content of "the rating system must 
he-hated on Joh-analysis 'and expressed 
In language toown to he meaningful to 
the personnel concerned*
ft* "the merit rating method -must he
reliable; l*e*t the- results must he ' 
consistent, if immediately repeated*
3*. N^Orit. rattog'results should always
be ei^peesihle in numerical terms*
k» *fhe merit rating method should he
useful for overfall administrative pur­
pose as well as for counseling and 
training*
f* nfhe content- of the- merit rating
must he based upon the elements of Job
10
performance that have been found to 
he significant. Ihe more Important 
elements of job performance should 
have greater weights in 'the determina­
tion of the over-all rating.
6* "The results of the merit rating
should be as free from unconscious Mas 
and prejudice as is possible.
f* "Keans must be incorporated in the
■ merit rating system to counteract the 
almost universal tendency to rate too 
high. The rating must be spread out so 
that real differences that exist among 
personnel on a given job become apparent.
8. "The merit rating system must be.
fairly easy to fill out and be self- 
admitea terlag so that training is' mob 
necessary at each rating period m  that 
all raters mse the same standards of 
rating.
9* Mtte merit rating method should'
proiride ways* if possible* for deter* 
mining tte' gate ate' sMll With whieh tte 
rating was made* Provision should te 
made for * rating the rater**ft
tetaiia of tte M m  basis steps useful in developmemt
■and establishment, of a rating program are presnte# fully
by teh&er (IX* pp*
The speeifie rating method need by a girom organisation
will te determined by tte purposes tte rating is to serve*
-Ste moat common ate widely used merit rating .methods
or. teoteifnes fall into three basis oX&ssifXeatioms
(It* pp# Bating Seales* Employee Comparison
Systems, ate Cteels: Msts*
sc $i& Iisibs SmM
is tte merit rating program in use by tte company 
studied is of tte Eating Seale type* this method of rating
11
be-considered ih’dst&fl* ■
■. ■ the • basic ■.principle -which / characterises rating ■ scales 
•is Cbab each Indlvldi&l/rated is- ..measured op compared with 
some ■ "standard** that - is defined or otherwise described# 
llaahaaioailyi mating scales p w M #  some means for 
the fstsr to judge and record the degree or amount of a 
given personality or performance trait 'that most adequately 
defines or describes ■' the rate© * the degrees or amounts of 
: each trait incorporated in the scale are generally-given' 
;.nwerloal valnee* it then, becomes possible to obtain a 
single rating score by adding together the values received 
on each trait*
fhs .Eating' - 8cale ts<dmique.may -he divided into- '^ graphic 
rating scales^ and -%nltiple»0tep- rating scales*1* Graphic 
rating scales .most, typically have, a line ..for each trait to 
he rated that represents the range of the trait from high 
to low* ■ toeeriptioas which typify the. -eastremes' of - the trait., 
are placed.at the ends /.of. the.:line mod' descriptions which doe 
fine various, degrees- or. .amounts, of the. trait are placed at 
'appropriate places along or under the line*
fensfly each- trait, is divided into thro#’ to five parts 
which characterise the varylagdsgreesor amounts of the 
trait* ’ 4 range, of numerical values is. commonly assigned to 
the various degrees of the traits and the rate# is given the 
number of points* or value* that is represented by the place 
on the line checked by the rater for the trait* 4 single 
rating score- is then obtained by adding the points or
12
values: Indicated; by -tte rater on oath of ■ the ■ traits*
. . ■ .Ifcxltiple^ etep. rating - scales divide each trait Into a 
.tffflflt nmftmr of different parte, usually limited 'to from 
three to five, which represent different levels or amounts 
-of,the trait*, theappropriate part of the trait which hast 
eter&eterises the individual, rated is indicatedf -and -a final 
rating score is -obtained, as la- the- graphic- rating scale *
Mating, scales ■ in. various forma are probably tte most 
common merit rating technique -and are, therefore, most 
fmiliar,and'Bore readily understood 'and accepted by:'- 
management* ftettermore,. tte rating scale provides specific 
information that .will, aid In' personnel decisions as .ratings 
on specific personality -. traits * and ioto-performance are 
Included*
tiffin <2©t 'pp* tea observed that; regardles# of
the specific chart system used, none is perfect and. suggests 
means of .obtaining more, reliable .and adequate results with 
this type of rating method*
Maters- should -te-.trained* Eating, people' is a definite 
shill and .net a&sy -to learn*. Pre|udice «ti-blas can never 
be completely removed; but' they can be reduced#' Eaters can 
te. further -trained to evaluate each trait separately and 
not 'to. allow ^ ratings on: one trait to influence ratings ■ on _ 
other-traits* ■ Eaters'must-also be trained to base, wtenever 
possible, ratings on facts ratter than on. opinion* It also 
is- tecessary to train, .tte. rater to use tte whole spread on 
each trait#-
13
ShO ■ rating#' Should to Had# to Conference QT tlOteP 
0upmnriM±mi§
B&brome c&otion should be used .to. comparing toe ratings
_ of too. to; different ■ dr on ( p e i m t  jobs*. It ■ to
often. necessary to make eerreetlote .ter department or oomptor 
/tojtotemtot job ea^er lento,' age*' etc*, as toe tors of this 
type may mmeim m systematic influence on toe rat togs*
It stouM not to ssgutod ttob-ali traits toctoiei on 
the chart scale .for crgoxsioatica^oito use will apply e%nsliy 
toll to all jobs rated.*
fetal ratios should mot to recorded mamerlcally to 
values a tod#' numerical range#; lb is totter- to
. record toe ratings to not ./over flire categories as 1# B# €t 
n^aodl*.
Objective information should not ordinarily to included
that can to totaltoed--;%ritii0nt the nse':cf;a;rating*
Poor ratings should not to averaged with good ratings* 
■fhat ie* it is- totter to ms# 0m  fairly good rating mate 
by a rater too really toowa tte job performance of the rate# 
than. to me# two or more rattogs mete, by raters too. are not 
really familiar with the work of the rates# y;
'Itoallyt the most - effective mo of merit rating systems 
is to make use of all possible supplementary Information, 
which 'may.to' obtained .from ottorsomress*
lation pt the Hay it Bating ^ ogram
the evaluation of the merit rating mast first provide
lb
SCidengS' that tte .program produces Consistently accurate 
and seaoadly must provide evidence that the 
program 4a good and worth the money it coat *
: Driver <3f pp. 60-66) Mate seven methods or determine 
ing. validity arid two methods ofcompubing reliability of" 
merit f sibing programs^ :
Methods of Da £©r minim? Validity
i* ja£ M e  igfjj mltei. . i H  §®m M£m I
In this method the relationship of the writ fating 
and an objective measure of performance is' determined by 
statistical means snob as the ewrelation teotoi^ne* in 
attempt is mad© to produce ratings' which*' when "arranged 
4h a descending orderfrom' best ’to poorest rate©* will 
correspond closely to'a'similar arrangement of performance 
ecores for the same raises V
Although this is probably the best method of measuring 
merit rating validity* it is extremely difficult to obtain’ 
satisfactory performance criteria with vhiehthe; rating 
can be Compared* It is’ obvious’ that' in'- many 'situations where 
performance criteria can'be obtained*.there is'm necessity 
fear' rating In the first place* '■
2. £«arison o| ihe merit rBUng vith
im&& wmmMM M m m m  Mm §mm bMUM*
'’ this method of'merit'rating validation" is much li&e 
Wm MgpardMii' of the rating with’a direct measure of
performance. Here, the relationship or co-variance of 
the -merit rating and test are computes statistically.
While this method of validation is deemed most promising 
toy many investigators, the comparison of ratings with 
test results is complicated toy three factors (3» p« 62), 
feats have not been developed which ere measures of 
the distinct traits that many ratings purport to measure.
Many tests have been validated by comparison with 
ratings* Za some instances, a serious error may toe intro* 
duced if the ratings are then compared with the test scores 
to demonstrate the value of the ratings.
Mo test yet developed has toeen shown to toe a completely 
valid standard with which to compare other measuring devices*
%m- ©if ir&'&JyiiE ifJLtsM *
little has toeen done with this validation method* A 
work-sample is defined by Driver <3, p. 62) as a "short 
period of performance under controlled conditions, the result 
of which can toe measured," The measurement of performance 
that Is obtained from a work-sample must, however, toe a 
proven indicator of the general 'performance' of the. individ­
ual rated, 'When the work-sample measurement has toeen deter­
mined, it o&n toe 'treated statistically as a co-variant of 
the merit rating,. It seems possible that the work-sample 
Itself may prove more adequate than the merit rating for 
the evaluation of performance,
b, Analysis of the ■ distribution of merit rating 
XB&ulM*
This method of validation by analysis of the distri­
bution of the rating scores does- not:-require an objective 
measure for use as a basis of comparison and, as- a result, 
is not- as conclusive as the-above methods* -.-Analysis of the 
distribution of any measurement of' human abilities’ Is based 
upon the feet that the-, distribution, of such human - abilities 
often takes the form..of the "normal" curve. If the distri­
bution .of a group of merit rating results., takes- - the form ©f 
such a curve, then the rating ©an be said to be a Valid 
indicator of the human ability measured by the rating*
In actual practice in an .industrial' situation, such 
factors as personnel selection, training, advancement, etc*, 
tend-to skew the curve obtained in a--distribution of merit 
rating .scores toward .the .-high end .of the. scale and., so quite. 
.significantly .reduce 'the range between the poorest - and' best 
individuals in the group rated* The general opinion is that 
merit rating distributions should tend toward.- a normal 
distribution...
f* - Analysis to determine the presence or absence of :
Jfete "te.ig £££&£■£«” .
the ®halo effeet^ieO** tlxe ten&e&ey to rate an 
eaoolleiib to&totonaa. high. on all traits rated or a poor 
ia&toitoel :m m  .m all: -traita. .rate#* tlnN2m 4emht .on .tho 
salinity of-. tte.'rating*. ftmww* 'Seireral factors must ha 
a m i m h M  before a. rating can bo free of tbit
bias * first | the unit of measwemeat mast bo the owe for 
each trait to the rating* a comiltioa Mfficalt to obtain*
17
teeond*. tte rater must be trained so that- each trait is 
appraised with etuaf shill.*' 'fhlrd*;.lt is-geaeridtly im* 
j^aetleel*' or tmtesirable* to determine iMseurately whether 
or not tte °fcalo effect11 is- present*
■•. While tte **te!o eff eetw is generally noticeable in 
■ratings* .its absence does not ■ indicate* per -te» 'more valid 
results* fte amrrowr tte range of tte- distribution of 
rating: scorest tte - greater tte error ^ introduced becomes*
6* j&ligMrjaB £sasgJurg^ . of &g£i& e s m m  MtiJsMaa*
fte follow»up method of rating- validation is .probably, 
ms good m  tte method involving- comparison with performance* 
Itere* -tte- ratings obtained on each individual rated are 
later compared with tte progress of tte individual within 
tte orgatesation* Bute comparisons are obviously void when 
tte initial ratings aft used to -determine' tte advancement of 
tte individual* lotewer*. it is sometimes possible te compare 
rater opinion with tte. ultimate , success or .failure of tte !**« 
dividual and thus-: obtain.. s«e.-indication .of tte. value of-tte 
rating system* tee major disadvantage of tte foiloteup 
matted "is-'tte: ttes:;iOTc3bedf .as at. least a- year-.-must:elapse 
before -may cimlte-ions^can -be drawn#:-
7* Miscellaneous methods of merit ratine, validation*
. dim additional, but less.tell known*'validationmethods 
mm :listed by ,©fiver C3r. p* 65) .ttet-dan te.'.of waite* '■ ftese 
ate tesfmtison of rater*s opinions With those of one person 
considered very tell informed about tte individual rated§ 
Comparison of ratings with recommendatioiis for salary
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changes $■ .analysis of ihediffereaess occurring' in ratings ■ 
as. a ■. result of the ■ training given; raters |: analysis of -the 
consistency of ratings' when an individual is- rated In dif­
ferent departments of ,an organisations the readiness with 
which a rater' In willing- to ’change his opinion may'also he 
.indicative of validity}- and comparison of the ratings of 
a-group'Of indivMuals considered outstanding in the company 
with the- ratings -of & -group of inferior 'individuals*'
■It is desirable to-- use more than mm method to ade- ■ 
fuately validate a. merit rating, program*
Ifeltela &£ S m m M m  Merit MaMsMMM
-■•< * '■- The problem of -computing' .merit rating reliability Is ■ 
relatively easy and the- results obtained--are, as-a rule, ■ 
more satisfactory than validity results* - .It-is often found 
that'even "though the rater may'.not-'he'accurate in giving the 
exact name to his' -observationr of the individual’ rated, be 
is consistent. in that he ‘generally ■ gives the same name to - 
the' same" 'types: of -performaaoe-#--
■ -■ two reliability 'methods that - can he' used with merit-' ■ '■ 
rating. ■ programs: follow*' ■: ■ the mas t common; reliability; method. ■ 
is the comparison of ratings' completed -at 'One.' 'time - with' those 
completed at ''the- end of -a given .period of time* ' ai^ change 
la-'the' individual rated, however* tends to reduce the eon** 
sistency and, consequently, the reliability of the ratings.*
A further reliability method is the determination of' 
the. agreement which exists between the-ratings of a number
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of independent raters. When t a l M M l  raters agree, it 
is considered that the ratings that obtained are of greater 
value. However, in Mans' organisations, even raters |» the 
same department of,ten, have varying contacts with the in­
dividual rated and see.the individual perform under widely 
different conditions*
In summary, in. order to accept a merit rating at an 
accurate measure» it must he proven to. be valid and reliable. 
Although this is extremely difficult to accomplish does not 
.mean .that merit ratings cannot he used, hut it does man that 
caution must he observed in the interpretation of the 
systematized opinions obtained*
COMPANY ORGANIZATION AND MERIT BAOTG PROGRAM
i
the; company merit' rating program1 urn# studied
■fa the'largest baking organisation in bte
nation* §wer a half million customers are served daily .in. 
a. six state' area., in the Middle West*
- - Hie company is- divided into ■ six /districts of which 
■ fire w ©  included ''in the ' study* ■ Bach district consists 
of a tetery; which, serves, on a teuse~to~house teals, an 
area having a radius of approximately one hundred miles«
• 'Bales are eotencted bn approximately I3O0 ©stablteted 
:door^ to-Nleor'.rentes consisting of from a§0 to-'JOB;'or more 
customers per route ♦ S complete assortment Of bakery 
products Is hr ought to each customer three times per week # 
Figure 1 shows the typical organisation of a district 
sale# departiTOtt^  iteag*eut;memters of; the district sales 
departeent m m  involved in'- the; studyf ^
Iijdividual'route salesmen - in m given location are 
grouped'into divisions of seven to ten route# ^approximately) 
which -are under the' direct supervision of " a sales supervisor #
' ■ the supervisor *: who■ is'the: fir#t:' level' of ■ sales mmmg®*- 
mm% is responsible for the day~by~day operation/of the 
route salesmen in his division and assists,' and-is responsible 
to, the branch manager in carrying through the sales program 
of'bte'teanehr'
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TYPICAL DISTRICT SALES DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION
One or more divisions of route salesmen and supervisor 
are grouped into a sales branch under a branch manager. The 
branch manager-has the greater vesponsfblllty of-supervising £ 
not only the. sales program for the m m  served by the ■ branch» 
but with basic persomel functions, f /with the overseeing of 
the maintenance of the' branch property ami fleet, with the 
public. relations of the company in the area* ami with the 
Cay*hy#iay routine ■ associated with any operation involving 
'the- management of a. comparable sales operation*
Several branches sr# grouped together. under ■the supers 
vision of an assistant sales onager who works with the 
branch manager in. carrying ■ through the sales program, of the 
district* the. assistant sales manager works directly under 
the sales manager and assists In all aspects of the, district 
sales program*.
the top level of sales, management in, the. district is 
the sales manager who is a line member of the district 
management* listrlct^ sales _policies and programs are deter** 
mined with the. district manager then adminisbored by the 
' sales manager*
Company Merit lating Proaram
figure, a is a . copy, of 'the . rtMtiag Beport for Supervisory 
Personnel* form used by the company to obtain merit rating 
infbrmaticn on its members of management*
the merit rating form is a variation of the multiple* 
.mitWlp,, scale* twenty individual traits
FIGURE 2
RATING  R E PO R T FO R  SU PER V ISO R Y  PE R SO N N EL
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Di st ric t 
B r a n c h __
ame of E m p l o y e e  R a t e d -------------------------------------------- P o s i t i o n
a te d  b y _____________  T i t l e _____________________________
ate ________________  H o w  l o n g  h a v e  y ou k n o w n  t h e  m a n  T a te t l?______
P L E A S E  READ C A R E F U L L Y
T h i s  r a t i n g  has b e e n  d e s i g n e d  to f u r n i s h  m a n a g e m e n t  w i t h  y o u r  c a r e f u l  j u d g m e n t  
c o n c e r n i n g  the m e n  w o r k i n g  u n d e r  y o u r  d i r e c t i o n .
B e f o r e  m a k i n g  a j u d g m e n t  on e a c h  t rait, r e a d  c a r e f u l l y  the d e s c r i p t i o n  of the 
t r a i t  an d  the five d e g r e e s  of the trait. M a r k  an "X* t h r o u g h  the s q u a r e  on the 
s c a l e  w h i c h  m o s t  a c c u r a t e l y  d e s c r i b e s  y o u r  j u d g m e n t  of the i n d i v i d u a l .
T h o s e  t r a i t s  on w h i c h  you are not s u f f i c i e n t l y  i n f o r m e d  s h o u l d  be i n d i c a t e d  by 
w r i t i n g  " d o n ' t  k n o w "  a c r o s s  the scale.
rait
PE R SO N A L  QUALITIES
Scale Score
lNCE 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
t of first impres- 
s he make? Does 
like a well set-up, 
energetic person?
Impressive, 
Commands admir­
ation
Creates distinctly 
favorable impres-
Suitable,
Acceptable
Creates rather 
unfavorable im­
pression
Creates unfavor­
able impression, 
Unsuitable
)E
en-minded about 
Is he sold on
Eroducts and pol- e cooperative with 
others? Is he a
f?
25 24 23 22 21
Very open-minded, 
Excellent team 
worker
20 19 18 17 16
Quite cooperative, 
Good team worker
15 14 13 12 11
Satisfactory, No 
management prob­
lems
10 8
Sometimes slow to 
cooperate
Very difficult 
attitude, Not 
open-minded at all
ABILITY
take his reports 
ate? Will he 
t orders and 
ons completely?
Seriously lacking 
in dependability
10
Frequently needs 
supervision
11 12 13 14 15
Adequate, Some­
times requires 
checking
16 17 18 19 20
Very reliable, 
Requires very 
little follow-up
21 22 23 24 25
Extremely reliable, 
Requires no follow- 
up
ASM
thusiastic about 
or is he passive 
fferent?
25 24 23 22 21
Accepts and per­
forms all assign­
ments enthusias­
tically
20 19 18 17 16
Works enthusias­
tically most cff 
the' time
15 14 13 12 11
Accepts most as- 
^ggifnents with 
matter-of-fact 
attitude
10 9 8 7 6
Passive or indif­
ferent most of 
the time
Solemn and negative 
most of the time
E X P R E S S I O N
I8 his voice irritating or 
pleasant? Does he mumble, 
talk with an accent which 
offends or baffles listeners 
or is his speech clear and 
distinct?
25 24 23 22 21
Exceptionally 
clear and pleas­
ing
20 19 18 17 16
Definitely pleas­
ant and distinct
15 14 13 12 11
Neither conspic­
uously pleasant 
or unpleasant
10 8
Understandable 
but rather un­
pleasant
Irritating or 
indistinct
F R I E N D L I N E S S 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2 *
Is he a likable person? 
Are his fellow-workers 
and subordinates drawn to 
him or kept at a distance? 
Does he command personal 
loyalty and devotion?
Keeps people at 
a distance
Doea not easily 
attract friends
Approachablef 
Likable
Draws many 
friends to him
An inspirer . o 
personal devo 
tion and loya
M E N T A L  Q UALITIES
A B I L I T Y  T O  L E A R N 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
Consider the ease and speed 
with which he grasps in­
structions and new methods, 
follows directions, and ap­
plies new knowledge.
Usually quick 
and complete to 
grasp
Learns fast and 
remembers well
Learns moderately 
fast and remembers 
with occasional 
check by superior
Learns slowly and 
requires frequent 
explanation
Unable to gra. 
without consti 
reinstruction
A B I L I T Y  T O  P R E S E N T  
I D E A S 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Does he speak logically and 
convincingly? Or does he tend 
to be vague, confused or il­
logical?
Confused and il­
logical
Tends to scatter 
or to become in­
volved
Usually gets his 
ideas across well
Shows ability to 
express himself 
clearly
Unusually log) 
clear and c< 
vincing
A B I L I T Y  T O  T A K E  A C T I O N 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2 *
Does he accept problems and 
go to work on them immedi­
ately or does he try to avoid 
them?
Avoids all prob­
lems if possible 
very slow to take 
action
Hesitates to ac­
cept problems-- 
needs frequent 
reminding before 
taking action
Accepts average 
number of problems 
and takes action 
on them in a sat­
isfactory length 
of time
Accepts most prob­
lems and usually 
takes immediate 
action
Accepts all pi 
lems and take: 
inmediate act)
C O N S T R U C T I V E  OR  
I N D E P E N D E N T  T H I N K I N G 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Is he original and inde-
Sendent in his thinking or oes he rely on precedents 
and routines? Does he de­
pend on others to do his 
thinking?
Does very little 
constructive or 
independent think­
ing
Thinks in a rou­
tine way. General 
ly relies on prec­
edent and seldom 
advances construc­
tive idea 8
Often thinks in­
dependently and 
occasionally of­
fers constructive 
suggestions
Thinks independen­
tly and construct­
ively most of the 
time
Exceptionally 
and original t 
velops ideas i 
ligently and c 
tributes many 
tical suggest]
J U D G M E N T 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
Does he impress you as a 
per8on whose judgment would 
ne dependable even under 
stress, or is he biased, or 
swayed by his feeling?
Inspires unusual 
confidence in 
probable sound­
ness of judgment
Gives reassuring 
evidences of 
habit of consid­
ered judgment
Acts judiciously 
in ordinary cir­
cumstances
Shows some tenden­
cies to react im­
pulsively and with­
out restraint
Notably lac 
in balance 
s trength
kii
ant
I E F U L N E S S 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
does he handle 
ituations? Can 
ut things for 
r is he easily
Anticipates and 
successfully 
meets emergencies 
by careful plan­
ning
Usually finds 
ways and means 
of meeting emer­
gencies
Occasionally de­
vises ways and 
means of meeting 
unusual situations
Seldom able to 
handle irregular­
ities alone
Needs help to 
handle any irreg­
ularities
L E A D E R SH IP OR M ANAGERIAL Q UALITIES
T O  A C C E P T  
I B I L T Y 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
sb to assume Irresponsible Does assigned 
tasks reluctantly
Accepts but does 
not seek re­
sponsibility
Very willing Greatest possible 
sense of respon­
sibility
T O  C O N T R O L
ONS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
command of his 
ution at all 
ls he always in
Fails to maintain 
adequate control 
of operations
Must be checked 
occasionally
Maintains accept­
able controls
Maintains con­
sistent controls 
most of the time
Excellent control 
of operations at 
all times
T O  D E V E L O P
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 8
;he man's skill -at 
ind developing sen. 
tnxiety for immed- 
i or production re- 
ie him to do so much/ 
en become leaners ?
Excellent trainer 
and developer of
Good trainer and 
developer of men
Average ability 
in training men
Fair ability in 
training men
Definitely not 
training-minded
T O  D I R E C T  M E N 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
nan command respect 
y? Is he able to 
operation without 
driving his men? 
intain low turn-
A natural leader, 
Men are glad to 
work for him
A good leader, 
Effective with 
most men
Fair leadership 
ability. Cannot 
always get co­
operation
Indifferent 
leadership, 
Frequently cannot 
get cooperation.
Poor leadership, 
Unpopular with 
his men
T O  O R G A N I Z E
8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
be man's ability to 
:tively and to or- 
i work and that of 
consider his ability 
s men coordinated 
rield activities
Poor organizer 
needs frequent 
help
Only fair ability 
to plan and or­
ganize work
Average abili ty 
to plan and or­
ganize work
Good ability to 
plan and organ­
ize work
Excellent ability 
to plan and or­
ganize work
ON IN EXECUTING 
OLICIES 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
ke a positive 
oward company 
»r does he 
thout concern
Understands po 
icies, under-11 
reasons, cooper 
wholeheartedly
1-
ying
ates
Un
ic
tei
he
derstands pol- 
ies and consis- 
itly gains ad- 
rence there to
Understands and 
gains adherence 
to most policies
Understands most 
policies but 
not effective in 
gaining adherence
Poorly informed 
regarding pol­
icies.
DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES
EVIDENCE OF GROWTH 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10
Has thief Ban demonstrated 
that he can profit from ex* 
periertce?Hashe developed 
in skill and proficiency? 
Has he continued to acquire 
knowledge? ____  ___________
Unusual growth Very good progress Average improve­
ment
Growth spotty, 
uneven
Has not Jeveli 
at all
POSSIBILITY FOR 
FUTURE GROWTH 25 24 23 22 I 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 * 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
Has this mail about reached 
. his level? Is he still 
growing? Does he try to 
improve himself? Is he 
ambitious to get ahead?
Will grow indef­
initely
Better than aver­
age
Fair possibilities Below average 
possibility for 
development
I
Very limited 
capacity for 
growth
ADDITIO NAL COM M ENTS  
P L E A S E  C O M PL E T E
S t r o n g  P o i n t s ,  J o b s  on w h i c h  fie has P r o v e d  
S a t i s f a c t o r y ,  Etc.
W e a k  P o i n t s ,  J o b s  on w h i c h  He h a s  n o t  P r o  
S a t i s f a c t o r y ,  Etc.
Signature of Rater.
Average Score_ 
Adjusted Score
%
%
are grouped into four broad rating categories measured by 
the rating form.
Each trait la defined, at the left of the rating scale 
under the trait name, by means of questions the rater la to
'S a te  <JI - M M .  aitA <2tfL . ^ 1 '  j J &  1a iw  f e  H  u tb s 'l tim . .Jim  .>J1M .g i t *  t i 2 t  i “ 8' . A '  ^ tE  it- a f t *Q.8K %*&&&*& Sip#1Iw «h& pw&bMm* *lKk
is Molded into five sections; each section having a descrip­
tive phrase which differentiates or defines the degree of 
the trait represented by the section. Further, each trait 
is divided into twenty-five equal units, each of the five 
sections of the trait having five units, the twenty-five 
units which divide each trait provide the means for the 
rater to indicate the extent to which the individual rated 
possesses the trait* the twenty-five trait divisions are 
numbered from 1 to 2f and represent numerical trait scores 
of from 1 to 2? points* If the unit having a value of 1 
is checked by the rater, it-indicates that the ratee 
possesses the trait in 'the least possible amount; whereas, 
if the unit having a value of 2f is checked, the indication 
is that the rates possesses the trait to the greatest degree.
The company merit rating considers the following specific 
traitss
Personal Qualities
(1) Appearance, <2} Attitude, (3) 'Dependability,
(**) Enthusiasm, if) Expression, and (6) .Friendliness* 
Mental qualities
(l) Ability to learn, (2) Ability to present ideas,
(3) Ability to take action, (b) Constructive or 
independent thinking, (5) Judgment, and (6) Resource­
fulness.
leadership or Managerial Qualities
(1) Ability to accept responsibility, (2) Ability 
to control operations, (3) Ability todevalop men, 
(k) Ability to direct men,' (5) Ability to organise* 
plan, and (4) Cooperation in executing company 
policies*'
Development Possibilities
(1) Evidence of growth and (2) Possibility for 
- future growth.
A total raw score for the merit rating is 'obtained by 
addition of the" numerical values checked for each ©f -the 
traits rated* A maximum score of bjo points', may be 
obtained when the individual traits are added*
Provision is made at the'end of the. merit rating form 
for the rater to make any remarks which will justify, 
clarify, or provide supplementary information about the 
individual rated. Specifically, information is asked about
^  nMMMgfe. •■ja--.. Aial .m, a n * . J f e  ^L» ' ,dnt' j/Sk A w  ■■**.. .A : j2 *  Aft wr d|' .i*. tfte,- A&r .h j£S u.'dtk.-aiia<the strong and weak points of the. individual rated and jobs 
which he has proved satisfactory or unsatisfactory*
Space, is provided at the beginning of the rating form 
to indicate the name of the rates, location {district and/or 
branch), position of rates, date of rating;, and name and
rater, and the MM. tte rater lias kiio^ wn tti& ratee* 
toslrncfclon© Tor .loarking tiie rating Tons aro provided 
Just ahead of the listing of traits*
She rating form is completed with the signature of the 
rater*
The present merit rating form has been.in use by 'the 
company since January, 1950.
Merit-rating forms'are completed on each.member of 
management -except -the 'top level* Ratings - are -made -every
'##31 S#jEllr|lS;| HOST : &S&A vjftiljf IHSbft
'OOVOT #la® fre##ii&g p#Ti®#*
Ig&i&ngs '#t# m#$# 'irasiist# ■ superior of t&e
' **mr SaBBgSB6Btl 
• & :Mgiw&T ■ tmmX hm$M$ ■ ®pp®v$ufiit^ ■ #o ■ otaosrire ■ #u$
%1m per^^mmm^ W m m m m p M f  -t&e-o&Jtas
#up#fvisors - stu#is& sr# raiedbv tto#e levels of mafiagemeati 
the branch nwiBgeTf; the assistant sales BijanageT$ and the
’■• -f
sales manager*
the rating forms are prepared (i.e., the name and 
position of the ratee, and the name and title of the rater) 
by the personnel department and. are given to the rater to 
complete* At this time the rater is given any training or 
additional instructions concerning the merit rating that 
la considered necessary or appropriate by the personnel 
manager*
After the raters have completed the ratings, they are 
returned to the district personnel manager who forwards the 
ratings to the central office personnel department in the 
general offices of the company where they are processed and 
the results recorded in the central personnel records main* 
tained on all management personnel*
Results of the merit ratings, including any comments, 
are recorded and returned to the district personnel manager
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Hith the exception of the top district man^ememt personnel 
ratiags*- ■ ^  ■ -
Ho promotions he made witMtt the ■ company ;st the 
mainigement level without. reeojsiseniatioh fcythe > centrsl'Offioe
personnel department*-'' Before/.say'member cat ^maiiagewiit is 
Indicate*I as'teihg1 eligible for any promotion* the merit 
fating iaformtioii on t he 'individual !fs evelasted*- Unless 
■tJ^ ere -are unusual oi^ ooiHStanoesi' it is-' nnil&ely that- an 
tmdividnal eeaM he promoted if the ratings 414- not laziest# 
iatisfmitery performsno# ani-€M' not :iniieat#' that his 
superiors felt he had advancement potential#
■ ■ ■' Tim determination of the reliability and validity of 
’merit rating systems discussed InChapter II suggests that
- numerical scores obtained from a merit rating scale may he
■ treated' ststleticml2y; m  m w$ M i m  ©b|eetive
of J#b ®mmm: m  pmimmmm to determine''.hew
■ - adegjisatgly the rating is' itself mm indicator to that |ob 
euoeeae' or performance* ■ Bating reliability ie'fnrtlier in**
; "dioate#: by the degree to which Several raters'agree when 
ratiag the same indivldmls.
■ the ^ statistical determtoation of the co»mrianee of
■ rating 'mmmm® ‘and ■ a ■ meaaere ■ of yerformanoe*' and ■ the: 
variance of fating scores made by oombinatioiis of groups 
of raters was the method employed in tbs study#
■ although the- merit rating is ■ used ■ by ■ the- comply for,
X W ^4»X» W vlw W B # S  VX- I Bci t i a Q s j |  v f l l j r  w £W  .^o*A a?'?S 5 > * M r V X  £>VJT
group was' considered In the; study.# ’
this particular' segment. of management: ’was': chosen he cause 
Of" several considerations. Objective performance information 
was available for the sales supervisor"group#' In the form of 
average sales for the division-of each supervisor# thus 
providing’ a criterion against Which the merit rating scale 
could he compared.
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She classification of sales supervisor Is comparable 
throughout the company and is the largest single management 
group that could .he studied.
three separate and distinct levels of management rate 
the supervisor group, providing data for the determination 
of an indication of reliability,
fable X. shows the number of supervisors Which were 
rated by each level of management*
r&BM* 1
AT? <3 A V M  CSIfV<2 AO <3 13 h wtpTt ttV|*yf(U3£**v yjp pluy&o i?w |*jSilV4,w vxvfci pX JSiiwii
IOT| §f: B&MM
Rated by Rated by Rated by
Branch Ass't. Sales Sales
District Managers Managers Managers
A 37 18 |8
8 20 20 20
C 30 2$ 39
8' 17 If 17
E 10 5 10
fo m  a ii nh io i lib
DISXRIC3®
tee hundred and fourteen' sales supervisors were rated 
by the branch managers» 101 were rated by the assistant sales' 
managers, and lib were rated by the sales managers.
tbs differences noted in the number of supervisors rated 
by tea several levels- of management were 'tee to factors, such 
as the rater not feeling that the supervisor was known well
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enough to rate 5 ratings not complete (all traits not' rated)} 
and the assistant sales manager of district "Cn acting as a
& pa3?i#i.ou^ Bjp by©i$,to w&to to© that*
fatetog# for to© mpeTv&mm of that bra&to were toc&ti£#A to
tot branch manger rater group*
■of Befit Ifotiaag
•■ fjtm numeric#& ©core uae# m  tot merit rating ©tmtistio 
tor to# a tody m s  to# m w  mint obtaiuei* by to# uMltlou of 
tto ©oaie ©cores cheeked by toe rater on each of the eighteen 
trait# oonsidered by toe compauy a# representing to© merit 
rating of the to4irito*X rated* The too traits at the end 
of to© rating seal© toder toe heading of h^eireiopiaent 
Possibilities1* are considered separately by the company and 
are not inolnded in obtaining' toe total rating, score * •
Hating# were not used nnless ail- eighteen trait#, were 
checked by the rater*
fhe particular rating' score .mad# at til# end of the sto* 
month sales period studied was used as' the raw merit rating 
score*
ftoe determination -of an adequate measure of house-to-house 
bakery sales'performance involves consideration of many 
probXems *
Many methods have been advanced to measure and evaluate 
sales performance, , A study prepared by the National Industrial 
Conference Board (21* pp. 2*3} lists the three most common
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methods used by industry for measuring' sales performance 5 
' Sales quotas--A sales quota Is determined for each 
■ territory or route for a given length of time,- 
sad the sfiiLsgssu -Is judged on the basis .of 
performance In relation to the-standard.:
'isles expense ratio— A 'ratio of sales expense to 
' tales volume is determined for''each territory 
a* route, and the salesman is Judged by 
ability to beep within the margins set*
Personal observation— 2he salesman- is Judged by 
' the -degree certain qualities or. abilities 
are possessed which are considered desirable 
for.the proper performance of the Job* - 
borcus (2) has suggested an objective method of measur­
ing performance of house-to-house balcery salesmen which
• . *
consists of a formula-'considering home count, percent of 
.people who 'buy door-to-door products; number of loaves of 
bread purchased per customer, and the price per loaf of 
bread* fhs formula results in an indication of the business 
to be expected, on a given route* .end the actual performance 
On the route may be related to that expected.
Specific records, are maintained bythe company on such 
aspects of sales, supervisor, performance as total sales, 
bread sales,total surplus, bread surplus, number of 
Customers, percentage of charge accounts, percentage of 
.Inactive' accounts,. and" percentage - of slew paying'. accounts * 
these measures of performance are, in most instances,
oii. a, aM/or monthl^r b&a£& i& the form Qt
- .■ Sn addition., ii^ormaticm -it- available cm
#
such less obvious performance factors as miles driven per 
week, cost oftruck operation and maintenance, accident 
frequency,, and amount .of -merchandise returned -in: such dm* 
dltton that it cannot be resold as surplus.
-,She interaction- :of.the - several,aspects:or components 
of sales performance makes it extremely, difficult to obtain 
a numerical value which will- adequately represent over-all ' 
sales- performance, furthermore, m  agreement has been 
reached .within' the 'Company, .as to- just what specific per* - 
formance aspects and-in what specific amounts determine 
what, is termed '-"success--on the sales'-Job*"
. Agreement is general, however, that total sales Is 
the-: one primary- or most important single component of 
performance*.
Because of the emphasis placed upon total sales when 
consideration ismade by the company of the performance of 
a sales supervisor, it-seemed that the measure of total 
sales then should be used as'the -criterion against which 
the merit fating scale could be compared.
Actual sales figures could not be used as direct 
numerical statistics to represent performance of the 
supervisors* first,'because there is a considerable 
variation in the sales figures between the divisions of 
individual supervisors within a .given district' -as well as 
between the several districts of' the company, it was
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necessary to reduce actual sales to a common denominator.
Second, Wear (23) tea pointed cut that other uncon­
trollable factors, such as socio-economic status of the 
customers served by the routes to a given division, sloe of 
toe routes| location of toe routes, and toe population den­
sity of toe wee served by toe routes*, 'All.result, to further 
toequalities of performance over which toe salesman and the 
supervisor have only limited control,. She company does, 
however, attempt to establish routes in locations meeting 
standards that tend, to reduce toe type- of factors reported 
by Wear*
to overcome the difficulties apparent to the use Of 
actual sales figures in arriving at a performance figure, 
a iMt&ltiMl was developed would provide a value
representing sales trend, . the. conversion of actual sales 
into a trend was suggested by company consideration of trend, 
represented by performance graphs, to obtain indications of
jpSBfSIFIttiSiS v
fhe .use of a sales trend reduces.the.difference between 
routes and divisions by consideration of a factor common to 
ell, whether or not there has.been an increase to sales ever 
a given base,
.further,. the use of a sales, trend. permitted toe sales
dBleiiisgMdSi .JL-.tIl*. mi'^k' *vl .iaife' sit' ■ * Ciun • 'Su -ilia A *  i i j  * ■« iffg- rj*- eel- ■iiW iiMi' •'ne' rin iflr  •&Ci -*■*■ •Jt*. -»•
studied.to be used resulting to a.more, accurate measurement 
of performance*
, fhe determination of toe sales trend statistic repre­
senting sales performance was obtained by tahing the first
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month sales average of the supervisor's division for the 
six months period studied and assigning to' it a value of 
zero« the next month sales average was added algebraically 
to the first month figure, and the resulting positive or 
negative sum was considered the sales' score for that month. 
Bach succeeding month*s sales average''was treated in the 
same manner , fhe resulting awns obtained for each month ' 
Studied'were added to 'Obtain a final numerical measure or 
score indicating sales performance.
A constant was added to each of the scores obtained 
to eliminate negative values*
thus final value was the performance statistic' used 
in the study*
It vas necessary in the study to determine the relation­
ships existing between a merit rating score, and a measure of 
performance, and between the ratings made by the different 
levels of management. Fundamentally, both questions concerned 
with the degree of interrelationship of two variables.
Xfae Pearson Produet-Moment correlation techniques was 
used to answer the- questions in the study*
fhe correlation coefficient la'defined aa & measure of 
co-variatlonj that is, the degree to which two variables 
beep in step as 'they Change (17, p, 176)* Aaboth of 'the 
fundamental questions raised by the studyare concerned with 
the degree of interrelationship of the two variables, the
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terretottoit
t e t o  ' . -  ; . ■  ■•■ >
: Btetlstieally,. tte Pearson eerretoi#on
eo#f#ietoi*t-to telimed -lay- ttetorsmto (9t p*v9&}t
where m.aai ^represent deviation tiieasmes from tte jmepeetii?© 
M M '  of 'tte two mriahtoef the sigmas ■ ( CT) %n tte -MMtiwdtefetft# 
ute :;tte itateteti tewtottow of tte two ami tte
9 is tte miamter o# toitoMnsis me&swte*
Jlltteugh large t w t e i  In .tte aeto&l eta*
tistisal <teate&t#otef ■tte airaitohllity of a. eatotei*tte® . 
tedhto# made it escpedieht to. te# .tew ateras. to. tte tetermiate 
tim.o# tte terretotioa eteffietom&S rather than~to prepare 
s<mtt©rgrama*
When raw seores are teads tte formula 'for. tte- eomputa~
#1m. of tte eerrelation ooeiftoient teeomes
fte. d©tertenatiom o# tte means ate standard dewtoitons
J«k.JbP -iAit Trti Dh ' ’-'■ ^ ‘rii’ iXb, * <afi  ^ i& fr v  j--1 •—■- m  ^  ^  •&. i r i ^  JS'. '> k ' fit -«'Tfli ■ dnt niitn i t i  n ’ig'h’n liirtt rifci ■•«• aSfc tfj*r a -y .*#  ^  Je .m l . ^c. ^-.dab'dMi Jdikor: - the merit rating. soor# ana per ror mane© deviations were 
computed by use of the following formulas (9j p. 15S 25)s
f 9
0~% (Ty
M t m  ■* £X£Y
T tt
Mean Standard deviation
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toefe M■ la tte mean and ■ 1. tte ran' s w e s : of / tte • deviation and 
-If:is. tte: mmter■ of ■oases*: ■ : Cr Is tte Standard: deviation#
■ Means and- standard deviations m m  eeiapttied for tte die* 
■ tritet,ion: -of ■ port•ormstee • snores- and ■ writ .rating ■ seeres by ■
indivifeal ilstriots and levels; of. raters.* ■■' ’ ■
- Corretofcioa ooeffieieais mm oonjpntei . tetveen w rit  
rating ate'j&rforii^ districts--and'raters
and fey tte co?&ipaav-as a wtele by -levels-of-ratets*
Correlation eoefCtoieais w r e . oompnted teteeen rating' 
snores for tte-several raters tv individual ■ districts and 
for- tte company ssra wtele,
to Illustration of tte statistical treatment of tte 
data is inolnded in tte Appendix#
CHAPTER V
THE RELATIONSHIP FOUND BETWEEN MERIT RATING 
SCORES AND SALES TREND
The relationship existing between merit rating scores 
and sales performance nan now be considered in specific 
terms of the data*
ff-gffiRfiy.ia.ea s£ issM MMmm M  MmRmmm
The merit rating soale of the company was first con­
sidered to ascertain how reliably it reflected actual per­
formance by the determination of the relationship of the 
fating scores to sales trend*
Table II shows the correlation coefficients which were 
found when writ rating scores ware compared to sales trend 
far each level of rater, fey individual district* of the 
company, and the company as a whole*
the correlations which ware found ranged, from t 
to .M-32, The relatively wide range of correlations indi­
cated that performance, as measured in the study, bears no 
consistent relationship to the merit rating scores given to 
the sales supervisors by any level of rater* When each level 
of rater was considered for all districts of the company com­
bined, only relatively mall 'negative correlations were 
found* Thus it would seem that good sales trend, or perform­
ance, actually resulted in the sales supervisor being rated 
as poor.
t&B£E II
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FO0ND BETWEEN
C A T t s e  m ta tP K Ifl A P  M m ?  * 5 A ¥ t Pf i  S 2 t I f f  £1 ATSSS■ MUSIfP UJF XJflJb P U jr» it¥
AND MERIT RATING SCORES
Sales Supervisors rated by 
■ Assistant
Stanch
District Managers
■Hat H.'Ah OS:Wmmmm
Managers
Sales
Iteiilg#3?:$
A *29** —,M+6* **066
B .**2^ 6 *o#3 *23©
C ,126 .aoh .290
D **101' . .**32 .*303'"
S *31# **379 .23# ■
T08&& All
DISTRICTS *#023 -.176 -.091
•Indicates that the correlation coefficient is above the 
1# level of significance Cl?, p. Iv9)»
In actuality, when individual district rater groups of 
the company m m  considered separately, a positive trend vas 
found between the variables* Ten of the fifteen correlations 
were of a positive nature M l  ranged from ,053 in .**32 > 
aXthougii none was of' smoli magnitude aa conslciered
statistically significant* It is interesting to observe, 
however, that the only significant correlation found, from 
a statistical standpoint, denoted a distinct inverse relation­
ship between sales trend sod rating scores»
It Is also apparent from the'data presented'la"fable II,
K
that, .in .general, the level.of the rater influenced.the degree 
to which merit rating scores reflected sales trend# -fhe.
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Ig&Xhgti manager gjfotip} - is the 'lewJl o£ teifing
the greatest opportunity to observe the sales supervisor on. 
a continuing day-by-day basis, did hot indicate any consistent
J
pattern that performance was considered when merit ratings 
were matte*"' Correlations ranged from to .315 and none
was statistically significant. Ihe over*all relationship 
found when the branch managers were grouped'for consideration 
Of the company as a whole was «*023, which for practical pur* 
poses, demonstrated noassociation between the variables.
Greatest variation in correlations was observed in tte 
assistant sales manager"group*' 'this intermediate'level of 
management has a somewhat'limited opportunity to observe 
tee sales' supervisor-'on-tte’ lob,, although he does, remain in 
close/'Contact with the several aspects of his performance, 
fte correlations for this rater group ranged from ***te6 to 
*b32 and included tte 'maximum, positive relationship and the 
maximum negative relationship found in this part of tte 
study* ' The only statistically significant relation, that 
of ».¥*6, (which is above the 1$ level of significance) 
occurred in this group«
With "the exception of the correlation.' found which in­
volved the rating .scores of the assistant sales manager of 
district "E” which is1 suspect on statistical grounds' because 
ofthe email number of oases 'involved, all. but one of tte 
districts of the company show that sales trend is reflected'' 
positively in tte merit ratings- made by tte assistant sales' 
manager .rater group. One district relationship indicates
*4-0
ttet satee teete to that itotetofc Mvoteely.
®fte&ted tefto rafting ..
fte uaoat couaisteufc - tetot&onto&ps found when tte
tatea mamgof rater group m e  atmiied* fills tevel of' manage# 
ment tee tte -to&at c^^tutetjr to.oteei^-tte-iatee mpervieor 
and so mtet'teiy moat teairilf-'On'O^leoM^e.'reooria-.of-per^ 
formsua^ to making .merit rating ■ m l u a t e k i  A H  of tte 
.terretotime---^ tei*: wite tte- exception of that for- diair lot 
*&**■ white should te questioned tecause of -tte- extreme stemeaa 
of tte dittritetim of .merit - rating stete&r'tete' pm§Mm- ate 
fell bitten' tte narrow range of from *230 to *303* fte.dia# 
tritetlon stevnsss of tte merit rating eoores made W  tte 
©alee manager of district n&u togetter with tte fact that 
tte- *fixmter» of; oaeee to'ttet diair lot is-greater tten f augr 
otter district of tte company could possibly account for tte 
alight negative ■ correlation- ^ which was: found wten ■ tte- ■ relatlon 
of merit- rating scores and sales trend w  calculated for 
tte- company as -a wtele • ■
Smmztem 9t ^sM  MWm §mm. M istoat gspm§.
After the relationship of the merit rating scores to 
tales trend was determined, the validity of the rating scale 
was considered by comparing the merit.rating scores made by 
one rater -group with the rating scores made by each other 
rater,group.
Sales district "E" of the company .was not included in 
this phase of the study as there- was not a sufficient number 
of complete .merit ratings -made by the assistant sales manager
hi
to p#*»it. reliable.' siatisileal.,lrsat®e»i*-..
The correlation coefficients which Mere- found between 
'the merit rating scores given the sales supervisors byeaeh 
rater groupwere compared with -each other rater group are 
.tabulated !»>feta©.111,.'.
rt» a V4T e . TT'T■ , ■ Jul it.
«VWIiCi£» UJ? &J3£i
• BY GROWS OF
.# !•# flp <t wsttiil il»Ur
00P1OTISC$*S mil RA!TEDwo imH' m  M m m m m m  -
B
#
P
Bifttrtet ' 
ft£* iriot. ■, Brazil Mgr#*
Irimel* Igrs © and PistrMf 
mA.MMt*lot.. Me*t* Balo# 
Sale# Mgr*#
district
t rs* and
atriot 0alo#
i*
*#!£*•
* .» *
'ftfiJ*VYJStrPt3 f/HmtS f. i>«
DISTRICT “fi“
' *Indicates the correlation coefficient is above the 
: W  level of significance (17, p. » :■ 
••Indicates the correlation coefficient is above the 
\% level of significance (17, p. l*t-9). '■
The correlations found when merit rating scores of one 
rater group were compared with each of the other groups were 
all positive and ranged from «2&Ato .787. Sight of the 
individual district rater group correlations were static*, 
tlcally significant, four above the' 1$ level of' significance*
t-2
When the comparisons for the company as a whole were computed, 
two of the three correlations obtained were above the If level 
of significance, there seems to be a consistent and reliable 
indication of'-the. agreement .between the. rater groups of the 
company In the evaluation of the sales supervisors*.
'.Differences between levels of raters were also apparent, 
although .showing less extreme variation than was noted when 
the rating scores were compared with a measure of performance. 
The relationships found between merit ratings made on the 
sales .supervisors by the branch manager group and the .sales 
manager group, the two extreme" levels of-.raters, were the 
least significant. Correlations ranged from .309 to ,b63 
and only one of the correlations could be considered statis­
tically significant, and then only at the 0  level of 
significance*.. The company-wide correlation between the two 
rater groups, of .lhi .was also the lowest found for the 
company as a whole* this small relationship tends to 
high-light the differences that were apparent between the 
tw© rater groups when merit rating scores -were compared with 
sales trend*
The_branch, manager group and the assistant sales manager 
group show a somewhat more significant relationship -In agree­
ment of merit rating scores* Here, the correlations'ranged 
from .393 to *623. with all ratings being above the 0  level 
of significance and one above the 1$ level* 'She company- 
wide relationship of ,k0 was also above the 1JS level of 
Significance and Indicated that the two rater groups
^3
compared ■ .seemed to 1*6 10. .closer • agreement a# 'to. the ■ factors 
considered' In' making. the • ratings * • She' relative - size "of the. 
correlations which were found, - however,: still seems ' to |>oiiit 
tap' the' fact ■ that■the:two ■ rater ■groups■are using ,••somewhat 
■different ■basis1 for making. ■ merit ratings*
' Caparisons. feme fee tween* the assistant sales: manager 
group■ ami■ sales mmmgm- gfoupf :the-two rater^ levels having
the--least opportunity to directly observe the sales ;.§uper* 
fiser#t' were the moat significant both an .an ■ individual 
district basis and for the company a® a whole# again, the 
rating; score distribution of the ratings mate fey the sales 
manager of district w&*:- seems to have significantly ■
InfSilenced the correlation found and so should probably not' 
fee considered m  a reliable relationshlj?#- ihe correlations 
found between the two rater groups farthest removed from 
direct contact with the sales supervisors rated, with the 
eatCeptioii.ef district ranged from * 6 1 $ an# 
ail were statistically. significant at-the I# level of 
Significance* Comparison of the rating scores of the two
far .the company as a whole mas #$32» 
this "Correla'tion m e : above - the-'l^  ■ level' of s^nificaMe end 
■was -the largest relationship'' found for the company as a 
who!#.* there Is- a definite vindication that these pm rater 
group$■ are ■ probably using nearly the same Standards in 
evaluation of ' the sales supervisors*
1*1*
M  the - .awstt ■ teitei,
gj^ rejj a M  gales j^ r.end
' ■ '■ ■:. -:?he $A&t&mwMps ■ JPmuoA- by the > statistic©! =■ treatment ■ 
of .the above data have bean considered primarily' as inamarieal 
indications of -the degree of interaction .of the variables
studied*, M b  ti© -attaint ■ was- ■made to ■ evaluate. the ■ abatlsM*: • > 
©a! f.ladings In.- terms applicable to ■ the merit rating program 
of /the company* ■
• the wide rang© of correlations which was found .’When 
merit rating scores- were- compared with sales trend* ■■together 
wlth: the, lade- 'of. consistency within, .and between rater groups* 
threw swap icion.on toe., reliability of the •merit, rating'scale* 
hs was discussed above* the branch manager group has 
the- greatest opportnnltF to continually observe the sales, 
supervisor©*! the-. Job ..and, so enable precise evaluations to 
be made .on the merit rating scale.* ■ However* no consistent 
pattern ms.found among the rattogS'aade.W.this-iroup* 
which would indicate that the merit rating scale does not 
result -la -a, reliable :evataation -of the. sales-supervisor when 
compared-With actual sales trend* ,
fhe assistant. sales manager_ group has. - less opportunity 
to- iirtctly - observe the ■. :Sal## supervisor-*- lvmiuatio». -mmt 
be made by this .-rater .gr^ up on lnformati^..obtaiiied from,the. 
teanch .mnager in fm q m m .  personal ■ contact ^wibb the Individ*
of - performance such as 
sales .reports* the greatest variation of the relation of 
mef-ib, rating, scores., to- performance^ occurred - in this group*
V5
pomibly tlm ot t&e l&ek of
p m m m l  taewXaig# of tlto ratoon &ni 
tt& laok of a ooiamon l>msi^  im mteixig orotoatioiia*
4 gcmiewtxat diffaront aspaot is shown fry the individ^ai 
■oofireMtio^ fotmd when the sales manager group was mm* 
sidered# .the sales mmgm has little ehsnoe to taow the 
indivitaal sales smpefirisoM other than through ooeasleaa!
Jfci# nml llth lHl’ *■* L*tiL *Wi -■**• ~-*'1 '-»*. dkAW ^  ■ .iflw ..».„• WCfe £■& XaiS .1— ‘jJLu .jlli ■—• S^ riWkWS. ^10 .«S«visits to thS: sales in?anoh#, Avnowiedge of the .rates isust 
be obtained from other members of sales management and more 
specifically from measures of performance*. Indication that 
a measure of performance, sales trend, la being, used as a 
basis of evaluation is evidenced by the positive relation­
ships found when the sales manager group m s  studied by 
individual districts,
She distance, therefore, that the rater is removed 
from opportunity to obtain direct information about the 
sales supervisor seems to influence the reliance placed 
upon performance records sales vhen making 'merit, ratings* 
2he validity of - the merit rating scale as determined 
by how closely the ratings of tbs individual rater' groups 
were in agreement shows that there is. a tendency withinww vpP.glp ww Wr9MgM9m. ww' m v P*w*'-9(r .JWSfi ?W' WW WWf w *1 v is  ww  vw iwaw w  *v~• we -ww* ww w e  ^  i y  wi'.w w'„ ay  e v
the company to rate consistently. Bare again, the' level 
of rater is an influencing factor* The extreme rater 
levels# the branch managers and the sales managers# show 
the least agreement in ratings made on the seme group of 
sales supervisors*. She two closest rater groups, the 
assistant sales managers and the .sales managers,, show a
: : in'ratings.* :; :
: f When the; sales■: supervisor is: fitu hy; of
sales: management* there Seems to be no evidence from the 
findings of tto study: which would : indicate :that the merit 
fating scale used by the: company tos any • significant • 
rela t ions hip to per fcrimpuaos as' 'measured toy''sales trend* 
■■■there ia-:.MttM''Otleottfe evidence that reliable 
ratings 'are toeing. made by the three lewis or management 
against any common criteria# ■ lewever* there is evidence 
ttetf ■ regarilass of' the tousls for wtoin&f '-there is agree** 
ment among' the rater groups of the relative position of 
the sales supervisors if placed in a rank order from heat 
to 'poorest.
Embazs. &eteeaSB6 S M  aM SaMM&Z M  Jfea
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Several reasons may he' inwstigatei. in attempting to 
adequately understand and explain the wide‘and inccnsis**- 
tent relationships found between the merit' rating • scores 
and sales -treat*
Study of the distributions of performance ant merit, 
rating scores* which are tabulated in'fables l?f, 
ant ¥ll| helps clarify' the inconsistencies fount among 
the rater groups#
by
'T’&RT.ff. I V
MBA88 AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SALES TREND
#  wi» Afifo M & iw P  SU I^IS It v J^pwliit!) wXUMJllSjr
listrict Mean Deviation
A fl*8 20.5
«■mM*
c
62*6
^7*7
17.2
23*8
D
E
&b,&
82,0
28*8
29.6
TOTAL at.t. 
DISTRICTS 60,9 27.0
Sable IV shows the means and standard deviations of 
sales trend for the sales supervisor group studied* Al­
though there is a relatively wide range-in the mean perform­
ance scores for the individual sales districts, the 
distributions as indicated by the standard deviations found 
seem to be fairly equal.
fables V, VI, and VIZ are the tabulations of the means 
and standard deviations of -the rating, scores for -the sales 
supervisors by each level of rater* It is apparent from 
these tables that while the means of the rating score die* 
tributioaa do net vary excessively, there is an extreme 
variation in actual distributions as evidenced by the 
standard deviations obtained* This considerable variation 
in the spread of the merit rating scores could help account 
for the spread of correlations found with sales trend*
mkm Am stAmmn mrmnom m ysmts mmm ' mmm wm smm mwmvmms mmm 
' m  m m m  m M j m m
listrict Mean
Standard
Deviation
296 »*8*8
ft 325 58*3
€ 298 H6*3
3 269 55.8
E 282 ??.%
tm&$* ah*
Jj* J#C *1* JL •&# 297 53*%
Consideration of the individual standard devtstien 
statistics of the .merit bating score distributions reveals 
evidence of Invalid ratings#, to extreme example of the 
questionable nature of.the ratings is evidenced by the 
mean and. standard deviation- of the ratings made by the 
sales manager of district "A*1 in fable VII* fhe mean 
rating' score made by this rater is ^08 out of a possible 
individual rating score of %f0* Further, the spread, or 
standard deviation, is only §*f^eeftainiy an unrealistic 
evaluation*
ifr&VLt HP tFT
MEANS A ®  STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF MERIT RATING 
SCORES FOR SALES SWBRVISTORS RATED 
BY ASSISTANT SALES MANAGERS
MetwJUpt Mean
Standard
Deviation
A 321 60*7
B as? %3*5
« 29»* %1*9
B 232 %6*0
1 iff 29*8
TQXA3L AI*B 
IXifllCfS 2fJ S«*2
« m i  vii
SEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF MERIT RATING 
SCORES FOR SALES SUPERVISORS RATED 
BY SALES MANAGERS
District Mean
Standard
Deviation
A %08 8.5
1cijgp 271 %1.5
c 306 28.6
D 30% 27.9
B 293 %0.7
TOTAL ALL 
DISTRICTS 336 60.3
flier# seems to to a common, tendency for the raters to 
group the sales supervisors 'around a given rating point* 
the entire spread of the individual traits is not being used 
and, ef^#qnentlyf actual, individual differences are not dif** 
ferentiated among the individuals rated# Ibis tendency to 
group trait and total rating scores, the wbsle effect,m 
would probably influence the relationship which could be 
found when the rating scores are compared with criteria of 
performance#
toother factor which could influence the reliability 
of the merit rating scale is ■ the physical limitations of the 
scale Itself# First, there are too many traits to be con­
sidered in adequately evaluating the rate#* Eighteen traits 
must be separately defined in the mind of toe ratexi and each 
rate# must to considered in relation to each other rate# in 
making an evaluation#
Second, to# traits are divided into 25 points or degrees 
of differentiation* It would seem to to relatively impossible 
to adequately deberaiii# 'toe exact degree possessed by the 
rate# on a given trait 'to' take advantage of auto a fine 
degree of distinction*'
third, there is no- evidence available' to indicate that 
the traits included in bite rating scale have any relation to 
actual success on the sales supervisor Job* Further, there 
is no evidence to indicate that toe traits r are either discrete 
or contribute equally to toe rating* if the traits on the 
rating seal#, bear little or no relationship to actual
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on the It would be expected that no such
relationship would he found when the rating was evaluated 
against a component of Job success♦
Fourth, the trait names and the definition of what the 
traits mean mar he open to question as to how well they are 
tinder stood by all raters* lack of agreement on what is to 
be evaluated could result in inconsistency among raters* 
toother factor which could influence the conclusions 
of this type of study is that the merit rating scale does 
not ask specifically for evaluations to be made of actual 
sales supervisor performance* Also, the particular measure 
of performance chosen for the study, that of sales trend, 
may not be an adequate criteria against which to Judge the
reliability of the particular rating scale*
.> . . .
toother factor is the little work that has been done 
by the company to train the raters systematically* fhe 
raters have not all been trained in the fundamental con­
siderations of the merit rating program, the methods of 
adequately rating personnel, or in the exact definition of 
each trait# fhis lack of training could help account for 
the lack of agreement shown in the basis for making ratings* 
A further factor which could affect the ratings made 
by management is the lack of interest in the rating program 
as a whole* Considerable time is required to rate the sales 
supervisors, especially at the higher levels of management* 
this time for making ratings must compete with other work 
requiring the attention of the rater* If the rater does not
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understand what the rating scale is attempting to accomplish 
or toes not- understand how to rate* the ratings may he made 
superficially and in the least possible time#
fhe rating information is often delayed several months 
before being returned to the- district* where the results 
could be utilised .in development of the rate#.* If the rater 
can see .little value or return of actual help in his Job for 
the excessive- amount of time required to- make the ratings, 
other aspects will take precedent over the adequate rating 
of each individual and result in superficial merit ratings* 
Other factors are undoubtedly acting to further reduce- 
■the reliability and validity of the rating scale used by 
the company* additional- work needs to be done to further 
evaluate the rating seal# before any degree of faith can. 
to put 'in the results obtained through its use*
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SUKMAfiX AND CONCLUSIONS
This study was concerned with the reliability and 
validity of a company merit mating scale*..
fbe company merit rating .program provides • a means of 
obtaining semi**annu&l ratings on members of management*
Bach management member is rated by those superiors who have 
an opportunity to evaluate his performance* Considerable 
emphasis is placed upon the merit rating information In 
the determination of advancement within the company*
a group of lib retail bakery sales supervisors were 
included in the study* this group is rated by three levels 
of sales management* the raters are the branch manager , 
the direct superior who has day-by~day contact with the 
individual rated $ the assistant' sales manager, the inter** 
mediate- level of management who has less opportunity to 
observe the individual rated| and the sales .manager, the 
top level of management who has the least personal knowledge 
of the .Individual rated*
Performance was selected as the basis against which to 
evaluate the merit rating scale* Specifically, sales trend 
for the siK^month period covered by the merit rating was 
the criteria with which merit rating- scores for sales 
supervisors were compared*
Correlations were computed, individually for each of
tli# three rater groups for each district as well as for the 
company as a whole#
Ho statistically significant relationship was found 
between merit rating scores and sales trend for the company 
as a whole by any.rater group# When the rater groups were 
considered individually by districts of the companyt however y 
a wide range of correlations was.'found.* 80. consistent agree* 
memt was evidenced among the raters that. performance of the 
sales supervisors* as. measured by sales trend, was reflected
in merit rating scores’. ...
flie raters who are closest to the actual performance 
of the sales supervisors show no consistent relationship to 
sales tread* while the intermediate management rater group* 
because of rather limited opportunity to observe performance 
.and consequent reliance upon other data, showed the widest 
extremes in relationships of rating scores to performance* 
fhe level, of rater .farthest removed from., the-, opportunity 
to observe the sales supervisors directly indicated a 
consistent* although not significant* reflection of sales 
trend in merit rating scores*
the rating scores of the several rater groups were 
interrelated to test the validity of the ratings*
.4 consistent agreement was-'evidenced among, the rater 
groups* Again* the level of rater inf luenced the consistency 
of the ratings* fhe two extreme management levels are in 
least.agreement in mtings*
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fto'evidence produced by this study indicates that the 
company merit rating scale should- be regarded with suspicion 
as- being a reliable indicator of performance*
there seems to to no consistent basis among the-raters 
in the- company for making ratings* although there is agree* 
meant among the raters in. the overfall position of the 
individuals rated in relation, to one another*
further study is required before reliance should to 
placed on the information obtained by the rating scale 
when considering the- individual rated for advancement within 
the company*
Such study could well consider the rating scale of the 
company to determine which traits, if any* are directly 
related to the position rated* to determine If the traits 
are discrete and to determine- the, relative weight each 
trait should contribute to the total rating*
Cona.id.era.ble research is necessary to determine .an 
adequate measure of objective performance which could to 
used as a criteria for the evaluation of personnel rating, 
methods*
4 program of continued training of the rater in the 
purposes and methods of ratings would result in more- 
reliable and valid ratings.*
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ILLUSTRATION OF STATISTICAL METHOD USED TO DETERMINE 
THE COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION BETWEEN 
RAW SALES TREND AND MERIT RATING SCORES
J
Supervisor
MERIT
RATING
X
PERFORMANCE
Y
2
X
'2
Y XY
1 249 51 62001 2601 12699
2 179 115 32041 13225 20585
3 180 0 17 32400 289 2060
4 - 312 62 97344 3844 19344
5 247 112 61009 12544 27664
6 *4-12 91 169744 8281 37492
T 412 108 169744 11664 44496
8 314 96 98596 9216 30144
9 2hl 94 58081 8836 22654
10 269 74 72316 5476 19906
N slO *x- 2815 £Y*-820 £X2s*853321
2
*Y *  75976 £XYs 238044
2
(ix) -7 9 3 4 2 2 5
2
(* Y) = 672400
N(£ XY) - (£X)(* Y)
Substitution in r -
\ ^ ( t x 2) - (fcx)2 ] [h(S.X2) - ( 1 Y)2] 
10(2380V*) - (2815) (820)
853321) - 793^225] (l0(75976) - 672400J 
721UO 
” \J 52327329600
=. .31536
Mean of Rating scores 
M
" N
_ 28150 
* "  10
= 281.50
Standard Deviation of Rating Scores
r - ff,/s(£x)2 - (£x)2
s jo >710(853321) - 793^ 225
=  .1(773.9) 
- 77.390
rrv
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
li
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
3k
35
36
37
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*F0RMABCE AND MERIT RATING SCORES FOR THE 
JES SUPERVISORS RATED IN DISTRICT "A"
OF THE COMPANY
Sales
Trend
Merit Rating Scores Made by
Branch
Managers
Assistant
Sales
Managers
Sales
Manager
70
67
2k
k9
25 
6l 
29 
6k 
5^
97 
74 
92 
78 
50
ko
37
73
98 
63 
5^  
59 
27 
ki
37 
65
26 
65
29 
57 
59
38 
88 
*5
30 
85 
52 
k5
312
248
233
285
255
272
307
309
255
303
324
396
381
358
368
335
277
313
274
318
309
289 
202 
202 
235 
301 
361 
267 
262 
288 
285 
355 
33^  
296 
37 6 
220 
250
373
272
295
337 
332
265
281
3^ 7
195
243
335
294
363
391
358
31k
264
316
338 
347 
354
434
299
318
323
405
407
226
221
368
281
344
332
151
380
306
331
427 
379 
372 
402 
416 
416 
430 
420 
408 
4l8 
355 
336 
4l8 
430 
407 
423 
415
430
399 
422 
425
431
400 
326 
361 
422
428
431 
405
429
432 
432 
432 
385 
412 
385 
402
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RAW PERFORMANCE AND MERIT RATING SCORES FOR THE 
SALES SUPERVISORS RATED IN DISTRICT "B"
OF THE COMPANY
Merit Rating Scores Made by
Assistant
Sales Branch Sales Sales
Supervisor Trend Managers Managers Manager
1 6? 444 316 310
2 80 156 210 281
3 55 352 295 240
4 45 4l8 354 328
5 39 362 250 290
6 5k 3k7 281 314
7 63 317 283 307
8 59 384 266 249
9 29 338 354 323
10 95 352 353 380
11 63 266 219 193
12 58 301 262 280
13 6k 309 243 251
14 96 351 334 343
15 54 286 278 296
16 59 320 340 299
17 7k 297 259 315
18 83 302 325 315
19 7k 286 266 234
20 ko 320 258 286
$
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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i’ORMANCE AHD MERIT RATING SCORES FOR THE 
SS SUPERVISORS RATED HI DISTRICT "C"
OF THE COMPANY
Sales
Trend
Merit Rating Scores Made by
Branch
Managers
Assistant
Sales
Managers
Sales
Manager
17
29
17 
38
0
29
45
6l
58
52
58
78
35
76
k6
56 
5** 
93
8
18 
67 
51 
2k 
98 
75 
51 
35
57 
55 
55
273
279
281
380
249
360
379
324
234
32k
318
333
261
328
356
299
283 
322 
225 
2 66 
302 
323 
344 
275 
184 
328 
253 
236 
307 
326
364
335
299
302
272
301
334
294
286
358
243
233
245
346
337
290
214
301
297
315
227
248
302
288
241
338
288
330 
335
331 
298 
328
287 
296
321
338
312
325
321
288 
279 
284
341
342 
338
289
307
279
289
278
294
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RAW PERFORMANCE AND MERIT RATING SCORES FOR THE 
SALES SUPERVISORS RATED IN DISTRICT MD"
*OF THE COMPANY
Merit Rating Scores Made by
Assistant
S les Branch Sales Sales
Supervisor Trend Managers Managers Manager
I 58 286 138 268
2 123 289 266 301
3 82 286 215 276
h Qk 338 2*4-5 278
5 160 250 2*4-9 329
6 52 302 239 31^
7 69 3V7 283 32k
8 78 236 169 312
9 86 2kk 263 309
10 100 217 210 322
ll 69 269 228 273
12 123 312 315 3ko
13 69 11*8 201 2kl
Ik 85 lk& 178 2Qk
15 89 272 278 3k3
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RAW PERFORMANCE AND MERIT RATING SCORES FOR THE 
SALES SUPERVISORS RATED IN DISTRICT "E"
OF THE COMPANY
Merit Rating Scores Made by
Assistant
Sales Branch Seles Sales
Supervisor Trend Managers Managers Manager
1 51 2*4-9 . . . 296
2 115 179 -------------- 234
3 17 180 -------------- 235
4 62 312 319 326
5 112 2*4-7 289 308
6 91 412 236 272
7 108 412 282 374
8 96 314 248 273
9 94 241 . . . 287
10 74 269 . . . 325
